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ABSTRACT 

The time-depth variations of the hydrographic parameters 
were studied In the Eastern Harbour of Alexandria (EH~), 

where the ~ater temperature, salinity and dissolved 0~Ygen 

contents were ~eekty determined In the period from Mav 14, 
1985 to SeptLrnDer 24, 1986. The eff~ct of Increcci~ 

domestic sewage qJsntities In the EHA on the hydrographic 
conditions was di~cussed. The results reveal thftt the bed 
effect of th~t domestic seW8~e on the hydrogr8~~ic cood 
tiona of the EHk, especialy on thCl oxygen content. wC1lct. 
reached tO~8r the oxy£on depletion state. Thl. ~feht be 
due to the organic £ct.hlftiea on ~he· heavy domestle 
sewage materials accumUlated on.·~e Harbour's bott~. 

INTRODUCTION 

The Eastern Harbour of Alexandria (EHA) is a relatively, 
protected, ~emi-enclosed embayment covering an area .of 
about 2.8 km and located along the main central part of the 
Mediterranean coast of Alexandria (Fig. 1). The Harbour is 
connected with the Maditerranean Sea through El-Boughaz and 
El-Silsila opening (Fig. 2). The Harbour is shallow in most 
places with an average depth of about 5 m. The deepest area 
(about 12 rn) is found near El-Boughaz inlet. The bottom 
slopes gradually towards the center of the Harbour and 
El-Boughaz opening. 

The EHA receives an amount of 15000 m3/day of raw 
domestic sewage (Shriadah, 1982). This quantity increases by 
time and considerably in summer, especially in the summer of 
1986 (from the beg1nning of June, 1986), when all the 
domestic sewage of the eastren part of Alexandria was turned 
into the EHA to protect the eastern summer resort coasts 
of Alexandria from pollution by this sewage. Under the new 
conditions, the domestic sewage discharged i~to the EHA 
through 11 outlets was estimated to be 63000 ~ /day (Said 
and Xaiyza, 1987). 

The hydrography, plankton and nutrient of the EHA were 
stUdied by EI-Maghtaby and Halim (1959), Abdallah (1979) and 
Dowidar (1965). Otherocea'1ographic investigations within 
the EHAwere carried. out by Halim (1973), E1-Sayed and 
El-Sayed (1990), Shriadah (1992) and Said and Maiyza (1987). 
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Map showtng the Eastern Harbour of Alexandrta (EHA).
 

Its bathymetry. Outfall locations. and the locatton of
 
statton under constderatton (X)
 



The aim of the present work is to study the time~d8pth 
variations of the different hydrographic parameters on the 
EHA and to study the effect resulted from increasing the 
rate of discharging of the domestic sewage on the 
hydrographic condition of the EHA. 

DATA AND METHOD OF ANALYSIS 

During the periods, from May 14, 1985 to July 22, 1985 
and from October 1, 1985 to september 24, 1986, a weekly 
survey of the main hydrographic parameters was carried out 
in one hydrographic station (Fig. 2). The location of this 
station chosen to be at the central and deepest (12 m) part 
of the EHA in order to give the mean hydrographic conditions 
of the Harbour. The water temperature, salinity and 
dissolved oxygen contents were measur~d at the surface, at 5 
m and 10 m depths. The water temperature was measured using
protected reversing thermometers an the temperature 
correction was made. Water samples were collected for 
determining the salinity and dissolved oxygen. The salinity 
was determined using Beckman Induction Salllinometer. The 
samples for collected oxygen determination were fixed 
immediately upon collection with WinKler reage~ts, and the 
dissolved oxygen content was determined in the laboratory 
using Winkler method. 

Wate~r \ e.:i'~j~,)Tatt.'\~.:7" t~:·:a;;~~,t..._. 1,-1:-s Tn~i...Y' ~. \""~' t~lj~'{,"." YG~'~ .l.'l 
cool pe:! ~ .'j.i th':;':1 t l?:.l";~~ f,'c1'r'\ the second hn. <; -F !)f f;r '.~' ~::J3;.:'" to 
th(~ end ::.."':< ]\l;~l ta {~' !', This r!1.tnlm'L~!~ t'2:T~"';r .'~',.J~-~. CCCll=S 
l)t~;._-;ause \:.~lP c~,~~vt~!n:' .\ t ~~';~ t,./" t'~r 't,.e';i1p~_~r·c~""Lt~~:~ di' <~ .~~'hc'c.t, tht 
St,!\i\9. dur!1'.,;, th;; .('·(j()l :·n'i·-'~ 1 -."'!"0r."'~: -'st of l",hf" f:··-~_"·~·_·~'~-:~l heat 
lc<.;~<· nee, ~'=-:\ {.j: r' th~;· l/,·t,Cl,n t.i~!'lP t!~'L :'_('·1.~~-_~'1 ,:Jf th0 
nt~Jh:c.f; in "J':~ n ~ '...' th~:::~\ <J~,c:t in ~.~-il)1'I~'}:'~(" i.-';:::,~1~:',.tnq tOGf;'. 

lnin~:::u~ ten:pe >1"L·1..::Ct ~~ '~'~J,c<l~:jh<:':\Jt t.1··.e :::"L:i.t' {:.i...-;.~.Oec .il~ 
January. Fig. ~ a b b~. 

Vel-t.ical ti'.eu",':l Lc ;'-'S"">;"/ in the EiJA occur",. in ,,,ost 
times cf:" thl :"2a .... as <,i-.' L; Piy. :3 3. [.., b. This may be due','c 

to scme facLn; 't-lJt r.'.'1Liji ;-.0 the \vind actL'.. !l on arelatively 
small and 511:;; i.ie-; b.:>Gj (,.:: \Ydter nei:l:cly su:crcnu:ded by land 
area. The ver~i~31 n~t· ~i[ication in water temperature ~as 
observed only in U~~0t 5 m during April and August. The 
water temperature incre~scs from its minimum value in 
January (16.0°C) to redch its maximum value in August 
(30.0oC at the surface and 27.3 0 C near the bottom). After 
that the water temperature decreases to reach its minimum 
value in the next winter. 

The rapid decrease and increase of the water temperature 
occurs in autumn (October-November) and spring (May-June), 
respectively (Fig. 3 a & b). 
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Fig. 3 
Time variation of water temperature in the EHA 

Comparing the periods May-July of 1985 and 1986, one can 
notice that, an annual variation in the water temperature 
occurs, where the water temperature of this period in 1985 
was lower, in general, than that in 1986. Also, the vertical 
homogenity in that period in 1986 was more identified than 
in the same period of 1985 (Fig. 3 a , b). 

HALINB STRUCTURE: 

Figure 4 illustrates the time-depth diagram of water 
salinitr in the EHA throughout the period of investigation.
From th s tigure, it is clear that, the effect of domestic 
sewage throughout the year affects the upper 5 m layer where 
the surface water salinity may decrease to less than 36.oto 
specially in summer 1985 (June-July) and autumn 1985 
(October-November). In winter 1986 (January-March) the 
domestic sewage affected the most upper layer for some times 
only and the salinity decreased to less than 38.0to. Through 
the period from May 1985 to March 1986 the salinity of the 
deeper layer (5-10 m) scarcely decreased less than 39.9to. 
i.e. throughout that period the effect ot this sewage only 
affected the upper 5 111 in the central part of the Harbour. 

From ,the end of March 1986 the surface salinity strongly 
decreased, where it reached to less than 36.0to. From the 
middle of April to the end of September 1986, the water ot 
salinity less than 38.5to extended ~9111 the surface to the 
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Fig. 4
 
Time-depth variation of water salinity in the EHA
 

bottom except for some limited periods of times when the 
salinity near the bottom was less than 38.0\0' This may be 
due to the increase of domestic sewage in late spring and 
summer of 1986. 

The annual variation between the periods Hay-July 1985 
and 1986 was clear specially at the ~rface (surface 
salinity in May 1986 was more than that io May 1985). Near 
the bottom, the water salinity in 1985 was generally higher 
than that in 1986. 

DISSOLVED OXYGEN CONTENT: 

The study of different distributions of dissolved oxygen 
content in natural waters is ver¥ important since it is 
considered one of the important I1miting tectors tor the 
life of aquatic organisms. Also, it is considered as an 
important parameter in determining the degree of pollution. 
Sewage pollution has been generally regar~ as an organic 
pollution, affecting fish and other aquatic life. 

The EHA is a relatively shallow, with two connections 
with the open sea. One of them (El-Boghaz) has a depth of 
more than anI other parts of the Harbour. So the water of 
the Harbour s supposed to be well aerated~ i.e. the oxygen 
content must be near or higher than the saturated value. But 
this was far from the actual values in most of the time,6as 
shown in Fig. 5 a, band c. This must be due to the oxygen 
depletion by the raw domestic sewage pumped into the 
Harbour. 

Figure 5 a & b illustrates the time-depth diagrams ot the 
oxygen content and saturation over the study period in the 
central deepest point of the EHA. This figure shows that the 
dissolved oxygen content was very irregular both in time and 
stratification. In winter and spring (January-Hay) the 
oxyqen content had its maximum values of more than 5 mIll 
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(80:0\) for the hole water column. In the other times of the 
studied period the high oxygen content occurred only in the 
upper 5 m. In summer and autumn (June-September) the oxygen 

con~en~ was JepleleJ especIally neAr ~h~ b6!lA~, U~A'!!( 
varied from 0.1 to 5.2 mIll (0.4 to 100.0\). 

In the period 
between 1.2 and 

May-July 
7.0 mIll 

.1985 
(40.0 

the oxygen 
and 120.0\). 

content 
While 

ranged 
in the 

same period in 1986 it ranged between 0.2 and 7.0 mIll (12.0 
and 120.0\). 

The vertical stratification of dissolved oXYgen content 
1s small over the period (less than 2.0 mIll withln the 10 m 
depth) except in the summer and early autumn 
(June-September), where it reached to 9.0 mIll within the 
same depth (Fig. 5 c), The minimum values allover the 
period, especially of the near bottom level, were observed 
in that period, where the dissolved oxygen content reaclied 
to near the oxygen depletion state and this might be due to 
the organic activities on the heavy domestic sewage 
materials accumulated on the Harbour's. bottom. 
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Fig. 5
 
Time-depth variation of dissolved oxygen content (a).
 

oxygen saturation (b) and time variation (c)
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SUMMARY 

The time-depth variations of the hydrographic para.eters
(temperature, salinitr and dissolved oxygen content) of the 
ERA were weekly determ ned in the period from May 14, 1985 
to September 24, 1986. From the beginning of June 1986 the 
quantity of domestic ~ewage received in the ER~ increased 
from 15000 to 63000 m /day. The effect of this increase on 
the hydrographic parameters waS considerably observed. 

The water temperature of this area varied from 160 C in 
January 1986 to looe in August 1986. The water column was 
thermally homogenous except in April and August, 1986, when 
there was a thermal stratification in the upper 5 ~eter•• 

The domestio sewage throughout the stUdied year mainly
affeeted the upper 5 meters, when the surface salinity
decreased to less than 36.0'0 in summer 1985 and after March 
1986 due to the increasing of the domestic sewage quantity
in the EHA. In the period (May-July), the water salinity in 
1986 was lower than that in 1985. 

The dissolved oxygen content in the ERA was very
irregular both in time and stratifioation. The increa~inq of 
the amount of sewage in the ERA decreased the dissolved 
oxygen content to nearly the complete oxygen depletion near 
the bottom. 
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